Bird Boss
Aaron Mesburne & Rob Newton
2-5 Players • 15-30 Minutes • Ages 8+

Components
56 cards (Core Deck) • 11 Flock Rocks

Objective
In Bird Boss you are a bird enthusiast with one goal in life: to collect the best birds! In this quick,
tactical card game, you’ll play bird cards to your bush and then use their abilities to collect flocks
of birds. The first player to collect 3 flocks is the winner!

Set Up
1. Shuffle the deck and deal 5 cards face-down to each
player to form their starting hands.
2. Set the Flock Rocks and the deck (face-down) in the
center of the play area within reach of all players.

Locations
●
●
●
●

Deck: When players draw a card, they take the top card from the deck. If the deck ever
runs out, shuffle the discard pile to form a new deck.
Discard: Discarded cards are placed into a face-up discard pile next to the deck. At the
start of the game the discard pile is always empty.
Bush: This is the area in front of each player. Cards you play from your hand go into
your Bush. Birds in your bush are always face-up. Your bush has no card limit.
Hand: Birds in your hand are hidden. Your hand has no card limit.

Bird Cards
Bird Boss is played with Bird cards. Each Bird card has
2 attributes: Feather Color and Bird Type.
●

Feather Color: There are 6 kinds of feather colors:
Purple, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, and Red. Some
birds are Wild (rainbow feather). The example bird has an
orange feather color.

●

Bird Type: There are always 8 types of birds in each
game. Each type of bird has a distinct ability. The
example bird is a Hawk.

The example bird card (left) is an “Orange Hawk.”
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How to Play
Starting with the player who last saw a real bird (the first player) and continuing clockwise, each
player takes one turn. A turn consists of the following 2 steps:
●

Play 1 Card from your hand to your bush and perform the card ability if you can.
Note: See Core Birds on pg 4 and Expansion Birds on pg 5 for lists of all bird abilities.

●

Draw cards from the deck to replenish your hand to 5 cards. You’ll typically draw 1 card
each turn, but you may draw more cards depending on how many birds have left your
hand this turn. Skip this step if you end your turn with 5 or more cards in your hand.

Flocks
The goal of Bird Boss is to be the first player to collect 3 Flock Rocks by creating Flocks. Flocks
are created by collecting groups of birds in your bush. There are 2 main ways to create a
Flock in your bush:
Collect 3 Birds of the same type

Matching Type Flock Example: Hawk Flock

Collect 4 Birds of the same color

Matching Color Flock Example: Red Flock

Wild Birds: Some birds are WILD, which means they may count as ANY COLOR when creating
a Color Flock.

The above example is a complete Color Flock because the Wild Penguin can count as a Red
bird.
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Flock Rocks
When you decide to create a Flock from birds in your bush, place all birds from that
Flock into the discard pile and then take 1 Flock Rock from the center to track that you
have created a Flock.

Flock Creating Rules
●
●
●

You may only create a Flock (and earn Flock Rocks) on your own turn.
You may create any number of Flocks at a time.
Each Bird card may only count toward creating a single Flock.

All Wild Flock
If you collect 4 WILD birds in your bush, you can create a Wild Flock (example below). If you
manage to create a Wild Flock, you get to collect 2 Flock Rocks when you discard that Flock.

Deck Runs Out?
If the deck is ever empty, shuffle the discard pile and flip it face down to become the new deck.

Game End
The game ends once one player collects 3 Flock Rocks. That player is declared the winner!

Bird Ability Keywords
Play: When you “play” a bird, the bird goes into your bush and you get to use the ability of that
bird. You will usually be playing birds from your hand, but some abilities let you play birds from
other locations. The ability of each bird is printed on the card.
Move: When you “move” a bird, you will always take a bird from one location (hand, deck,
discard, bush, opponent’s bush) and place it in another location. When you move a bird you DO
NOT get to use the ability of the bird you moved, even if it is moved to your bush.
Draw: When you “draw” cards, they always come from the top of the deck and go into your
hand, unless specified otherwise.
Reveal: When a bird ability tells you to “reveal” one or more bird cards, take the cards from the
indicated location and turn them face up. Revealed cards are public knowledge.
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Guess: Some bird abilities tell you to make a “guess” about the type and / or color of an
unknown bird card. When you make a guess, always announce your guess to the group.

Core Birds
There are 8 birds in the core deck. We recommend you play your first game using this deck
before swapping in expansion birds.
Bird
Crow

Ability and Notes
“Guess a bird type in an opponent's hand. If correct, take ALL birds of that
type in their hand and move them to your bush.”

Goose

“Move this Goose to an opponent's bush. Then move up to 2 birds from their
bush to your bush.”

Hawk

“Move 1 bird from an opponent's bush to your bush.”

Kiwi

“Trade up to 2 birds in your hand with an equal number of birds in your bush.”
●
●
●

Ostrich

“Take a random bird from an opponent’s hand and move it to your bush.”
●

Peacock

●

Robin

You may not look at your opponent’s hand when taking a bird.

“You may trade hands with an opponent.”
●

Penguin

For Kiwi, a single trade is moving a bird from your hand to your bush,
then moving a different bird from your bush to your hand.
You may do this trade one time or two times with Kiwi.
You may use the Kiwi you played as part of a Trade.

This ability is optional. When you play this card, you may choose to
trade hands with an opponent or keep your current hand.
Note that you only draw new cards to replenish your hand at the end of
your own turn. If an opponent uses Peacock and you receive a hand
from them with fewer than 5 cards, you still don’t get to draw new
cards until the end of your next turn.

“Reveal the top 2 birds from the deck. Move 1 to your hand and the other to
your bush.”
“Play another bird of the matching feather color.”
●
●
●

For example, if you play a Green Robin, you could then play another
Green bird OR another Wild bird (since Wild birds count as any color).
If you play the Wild Robin, you may then play another bird of any color.
Remember, when you “play” a card, you get to use the bird ability.
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Expansion Birds
While Bird Boss always has 8 bird types in every game, it is a modular game system where you
can swap birds in and out of the game to play with new abilities. To add a new bird to the deck:
●
●

Choose a bird type in the current deck to remove. Take all 7 cards of that bird type from
the deck and set them aside.
Select the new bird type you want to add. Shuffle all 7 cards of the new bird type into the
deck.
Bird

Ability and Notes

Nuthatch

“Choose 2 birds in your hand. Move 1 bird to your bush and discard the other.”

Chicken

“All players move 1 bird of their choice from their bush to the bush of the player
on their left.”

Crane

“Flip a coin: If heads, play another bird. If tails, your turn ends.”
●
●

Duck

“You may reveal a Duck from your hand at any time to block the effect of an
ability against you, then move the Duck to your bush.”
●
●
●

Gull

For the Kingfisher ability, the opponent of your choice must show their
hand to you, either turning their hand so you can see it or passing it to
you. Their hand remains secret to all other players.

“Copy the ability of a bird already in your bush.”
●

Pelican

If the Gull is Wild, all opponents must discard a card from their bush,
but it may be any color.

“Look at an opponent's hand and move 1 bird into your hand.”
●

Cockatoo

You may also play this card on your turn to add it to your bush, but it
will not block an opponent’s ability.
If an ability affects multiple players, only the effects against you are
blocked by your Duck. The effects against other players still occur.
If your ability was blocked by a Duck, you may reveal a Duck in
response to their Duck. This negates the previous Duck.

“All opponent's must discard 1 bird from their bush matching the feather color
of this Gull.”
●

Kingfisher

For this ability, you may flip any available coin with distinct sides.
If your turn ends with tails, you still draw cards to replenish your hand.

If you choose to copy an ability that depends on the color of the copied
card (eg. Gull or Robin), use the color of the copied bird.

“Draw 3 cards and then discard 2 cards from your hand.”
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Roadrunner

“The first player to touch the top card of the deck draws and plays that bird.”

Starling

“Discard a bird from your bush. Draw 2 birds and move both to your bush.”

Vulture

“Reveal the top 3 birds in the discard. Move 1 bird to your bush and return the
rest to the discard.”

Woodpecker

“Guess a color and a bird type. Then reveal the top bird of the deck and move
it to your bush. If you guessed the type or color correctly, repeat this ability.”
●
●

If a Wild bird is revealed, your color guess is correct by default since
Wild birds count as any color.
You may not guess “Wild” as your color guess.

Other Deck Suggestions
You can play with any 8 birds you want, but here are some suggestions to get you started:
New and Old

Bird Fight

Zero Confrontation

Spice It Up

Crane
Hawk
Goose
Kiwi
Pelican
Kingfisher
Woodpecker
Vulture

Crow
Duck
Goose
Gull
Hawk
Ostrich
Kingfisher
Peacock

Nuthatch
Crane
Kiwi
Cockatoo
Pelican
Roadrunner
Starling
Vulture

Chicken
Robin
Crow
Goose
Peacock
Roadrunner
Starling
Woodpecker

Bird Boss FAQ
Can I play a bird from my hand if I can’t perform its ability?
Yes. If you play a card and can’t perform the ability, the card just stays in your bush. For
example, if you played a Goose (which lets you swap itself for 1 or 2 birds from an opponent’s
bush) and there were no bird cards in any opponent’s bush, the Goose card would go into your
bush and nothing else would happen because there are no birds in other bushes for you to
swap with.
When I play a bird, do I always have to use its ability?
Generally yes, with some exceptions. Some cards (such as Peacock) have abilities that are
optional, as indicated by the phrase “you may” preceding the ability text. If a card says “you
may,” you get to choose if the ability occurs when you play the card.
If I can make a Flock, do I have to make a Flock?
No. You can leave birds in your bush as long as you want, but they may be stolen by other
players, so be careful!
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